
A Bunch 1051 

Chapter 1051: Grudges 

After so many years, that lazy voice hasn’t changed at all… 

Rennes looked at seer with a complicated expression. The distant memories of the past once again 

surfaced in his mind… 

From the moment he was born, his father had been very strict with him. When he was two or three 

years old, he began to do warrior guidance training. This was rarely seen even in large families with 

intense competition. 

A young man’s temperament was unstable. When he was young, forcefully starting to practice martial 

arts would often cause a rebellious mentality. He would even become more and more evasive. More 

patient families would often slowly guide him, they would not directly train a child as a warrior. 

But sometimes it was different. For example, when he needed to gain an advantage as soon as possible. 
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When the family resources were limited, the sooner one showed their talent and talent, the easier it 

would be for them to gain resources. The reason why his father had made him so willing to work so hard 

since he was two or three years old.., was because his second uncle, his father’s second brother, had 

married a noble of the Night Demon clan! 

In his father’s generation, his second uncle was the most talented child. Coupled with the fact that he 

had married a noble of the Night Demon clan, many of the elders in the family had high expectations for 

the offspring of his second uncle’s family. 

In other words, even before Seer was born, he was already chasing after the other party! 

In the big families of the universe, this sort of thing might not be rare, but it was really unpleasant to 

experience it personally. When the people around him were enjoying their childhood, when they were 

unbridled.., he was practicing the basics, when the people around him were fishing and causing trouble, 

he was still practicing the basics, and the reason why he was so tired was because he was chasing after 

an unborn person. 

A normal person would not be able to understand this feeling. 

Of course, his efforts were not without results. He was talented and hardworking. When he was more 

than nine years old, he had successfully activated the bloodline of the Thunder clan and confirmed his 

talent as a warrior, moreover, the foundation he had built since he was young had allowed him to far 

surpass his peers in terms of tendons, bones, and patience. 

This gradually made many of the elders look favorably upon him, the eldest son of the third generation. 

Even the old master of Long Jue would come to see him personally from time to time and give him some 

basic pointers. 

The increasing attention and the favor from the elders allowed him to taste some of the sweetness. It 

was also the first time he tasted the sweetness of hard work and reward. It could be said that it was one 



of the few good days in his childhood, however, this day did not last long. When he was fifteen years 

old, the fellow that his father had always been worried about was born! 

On that day, almost all the elders of the family had arrived. Even his grandfather, who was nearing the 

end of his life, had returned from a trip on a foreign planet after receiving the news. He wanted to take a 

look at the most promising descendant of the family. 

This explanation puzzled Rennes at the time. He had clearly not done anything yet, so how did he 

become the most promising descendant? 

When Seer was born, he had naturally gone to join in the fun. He had personally seen his brother, who 

was inexplicably superior to him even before he was born. 

It did not feel as exaggerated as he had imagined. It was only… “…”. A little prettier than him? 

As for the Night Demon… … He was naturally pretty, but what was the use of being pretty? 

Reality proved that being pretty was really useful… 

When his family brought the children outside when he was young, Seer was always the child who 

received the most attention. Many nobles who passed by and saw seer would sigh, “What a pretty little 

guy…”. 

At that time, Seer, who did not know anything at all, would respond to compliments with a silly smile. In 

the face of such a silly smile, those nobles who had too much money and nowhere to spend it would 

occasionally give seer some small gifts. 

However, sometimes these small gifts could make his father’s eyes pop out. For example, a top-grade 

star solution that could nourish bones, or some kind of magical nectar that could directly increase 

spiritual power! 

Yes, this little guy had not plundered the resources of his family. Just by laughing foolishly outside, he 

could get a lot of high-grade goods that he could not even use. 

At that time, Rennes realized that the world seemed to be a little different from what he thought… … 

After growing up, that guy who loved to laugh foolishly began to show more pressure on him. In 

addition to being beautiful, he also had the talent that made him despair! 

He had worked hard for a few days, dozens of days, or even half a year’s worth of results, but the other 

party could often finish most of them with just one look. Moreover, he was impatient to do it, and the 

training required by his elders was often a form of evasion. It was rare for you to see him properly train 

once a day, but even so, Ryan could feel that the other party was catching up to him step by step, and in 

a very short period of time, he was ahead of him… 

When you were learning, he was playing, when you were working hard, he was still wantonly wasting his 

time, but even so, he was still ahead of you, in this world.., there was probably nothing more depressing 

than this. 



At that time, he finally understood why his father had started to train him in such a strict way when he 

was so young. Because if it weren’t for the hard training he had done a few years ago.., he would have 

long been left in the dust by this guy! 

But even though his life had been so hard, he could only grit his teeth and follow the other party. 

Throughout his youth, Seer was like a mountain in his life, a mountain that he could never climb over… 

But that was in the past… 

Ryan took a deep breath and looked at Seer, who was dressed strangely, trying his best to calm down. 

He was no longer the same as he was when he was young. The other party was no longer the proud son 

of heaven from that time. 

He was now Lord Bolton’s youngest and most respected star commander. He commanded over ten 

billion troops. He was the pillar of support in the hearts of the elders and juniors of the family. He was 

also the real future of the Ardia family. 

And the guy in front of him was just a worm who had good talent but wasted a large amount of the 

family’s resources. He was just a young lord who had just started after a hundred thousand years. 

Times had changed. The two of them were not on the same level anymore. If it were not for the other 

party’s crooked ways, he would not be qualified to be on the same level as him… … 

“If you want to keep it for yourself, just say it. As your elder brother, how can I compete with you for 

this little thing?” 

Rennes looked at the Ice Heart Heaven Enlightening Sword and smiled. Although that thing was quite 

precious, it was not a big item to him with his current status. He could get it with some effort. Of 

course.., to his level-6 brother, it was probably a treasure he had never seen before, right? 

As for the other party saying that it was his subordinates’spoils of war? Rennes didn’t believe even half 

of the punctuation marks. He was only a level-6 lesser lord. To be honest, a level-7 undead creature with 

such equipment wouldn’t even be able to fight him. Why would he need spoils of war? 

“Tell me… What’s going on with you?”Rennes found an uninfected rock and sat down, he looked at 

Rennes. “How did a level-6 lesser lord participate in such an incident? Do you know that you’re playing 

with Fire?” 

Chapter 1052: Information Exchange and Cooperation Mode -PartpOne one) 

“Do you know that you’re playing with Fire?” 

Seer looked at the familiar figure that had been around for more than 100,000 years with a complicated 

expression on her face. 

Although it was obvious that the two families were filthy, the tone of the other party’s elder brother had 

never changed. 



It had been like this since she was very young. Seer was a sensitive person and knew very well that 

Rennes hated her from a young age. However, no matter how much Rennes hated her, his tone towards 

her had never changed, he had always been like an older brother. 

Perhaps it was because he was used to it, but when Rennes asked him this question, he did not seem to 

disobey him at all… … 
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“Older brother, are you worried that I will play with fire and burn myself?”Seer asked back. 

Rennes glanced at seer and said very naturally, “You are the only child of a deity in our family. Our 

family paid a huge price to let you walk on this path. Now that you have finally made some progress, we 

naturally hope that you can be safe…” 

“So, brother, are you trying to secretly protect me by tracking me?” 

Rennes was silent for a moment when he heard that. Finally, he said faintly, “Since you have plotted 

against me, you should have a plan, right?” 

Seer smiled when he heard that. “Brother, you think too highly of me. You plotted against me on the 

spur of the moment, but I plotted against you instead. Why does it sound like I’ve been premeditated 

for a long time? Am I that bad?” 

“PFFT!”Death’s embrace could not help but laugh. “Your brother is more interesting than you…” 

Ryan’s face was gloomy. “What’s the point of talking about this at this time?” 

“Isn’t this the topic that you’ve started?”Seer spread her hands. “Since brother doesn’t want to continue 

arguing, let’s talk about something serious. Brother, you said that you wanted to cooperate. How Do you 

plan to cooperate?” 

Ryan said, “How can we cooperate if we know everything about cooperation?” 

“That makes sense…”. Seer nodded. “Only allies who are sincere are called allies. However, we can’t just 

give away information like that. We have to have a protocol. How about this? We’ll change the question 

one by one. If we can cooperate, we’ll cooperate. If we can’t, we’ll go our separate ways. What do you 

say, Brother?” 

Rennes narrowed his eyes and hesitated for about two or three seconds before nodding. “Alright…” 

“Brother, you came from afar and are still a guest. You First…”Seer said with a smile. 

Rennes looked at seer and said faintly, “You said that I’m a guest from afar, does that mean that you’re 

the Master of this planet?” 

“Is that a problem?”Seer said with a smile. 

Ryan said, “Yes!” 

“It’s not a complete master, right? After all, it’s still uncertain whether this planet belongs to me or that 

one…”seer said with a modest tone. 



Hearing this, Ryan was stunned for a moment. He looked at seer with a strange look and said faintly, 

“You really dare to say it…” 

Before coming here, the information was not kept secret from him. Although he was not very familiar 

with the ancient figure Sandro, he had heard of him before. Could it be that his younger brother did not 

know about the other party’s background? 

However, this question contained a lot of information. Firstly, it clearly indicated that he was not in 

cahoots with the undead. Secondly, it confirmed that this planet was not the same as the one that he 

had reported to the federation previously. 

It was likely that he had found a new colonization planet and was coincidentally involved in this matter! 

This made Rennes sigh as to whether his younger brother was lucky or unlucky. 

As a lord of drifting, he had started off with a level-seven star that was rich in energy ores. After only a 

few years, he had actually found another one. However, he had bumped into such an existence! 

“Elder brother, you’ve finished asking your questions. Now, it’s my turn, right?” 

Raine: “You ask…” 

Seer: “How many people did Lord Bolton bring this time?” 

Rennes: “Almost all of them came out…” 

When he said this, not only did seer’s pupils shrink, the embrace of death beside him also glanced at 

Rennes for some reason. wasn’t it not too good to reveal the size of their master so easily? 

Seer: “Hiss… your master really thinks highly of me. I’m very curious about what my elder brother said to 

that big shot.” 

Rennes glanced at seer. “Is this the second question?” 

Seer replied, “Yes!” 

Rennes said, “I didn’t say anything. The group of pure-blooded developers that you suddenly brought 

with you at Xandar Academy attracted the attention of the Liege. Based on what I know, you shouldn’t 

have come into contact with such a pure-blooded developer. There must be other secrets, which is why 

I set up a tracking system. However, I didn’t expect the liege to come out in full force!” 

“Is that so?”Seer quickly thought about it. 

It was indeed rare for a pure-blooded developer to have so many. It would be strange if a small lord like 

him did not suspect anything. However, it was a little too exaggerated for them to send out their entire 

army just because of this. 

It would not be too much if they knew the scale of a player’s secret operation. However… “…”. That 

should not be the case. Just because he had brought a group of developers over, did the other party 

think that he had a larger army? 



As a Lord, he knew very well how exhausting it would be for a force like Bolton to make a move. wasn’t 

it a little too casual for him to charge over without even checking first? 

He felt that something wasn’t right. Bolton’s motive shouldn’t be as simple as he thought. There should 

be something that he hadn’t thought of yet. 

Seeing that seer was deep in thought, Rennes didn’t give him too much time to digest it. Instead, he 

asked the question that he was concerned about, “If you and the undead weren’t in a cooperative 

relationship, how did you last so long under the undead’s hands?” 

Seer looked at Ryan with a faint smile. “Brother, you’re still as sneaky as ever. When did I say that 

Sandro and I were not in a cooperative relationship?” 

Ryan:”…” 

Sandro… … This guy actually knew about the undead’s background. How did he know? He actually dared 

to stay here even after knowing about it. What was he thinking? 

A series of questions made Ryan’s heart become more and more complicated. This guy, whom he 

thought he could not turn the tables on, could he actually play such a big game? 

“Well, it’s true that I don’t have a cooperative relationship with him…”seer saw that Raine didn’t speak 

and immediately shrugged. “As for why he could hold on for so long, it’s because the ability he displayed 

at the beginning wasn’t very strong…” 

“Oh? What do you mean?”Raine hurriedly asked, and the embrace of death at the side also pricked up 

its ears. 

Seer said, “Brother should also be able to see clearly that the energy on this planet isn’t high, and the 

average level of the creatures on this planet is only at level one. Even a top-tier biological lord wouldn’t 

be able to soar to the sky in one go if he wanted to create a force based on the creatures here, right?” 

Ryan nodded. This was also the first question the intelligence department had, but… “…”. They had 

indeed encountered a powerful army that exceeded their expectations. 

Seer said, “When I came here, there weren’t too many abnormalities. Andrew’s force hasn’t even spread 

out yet. It wasn’t until two years ago that that person began to use the map of the Black Goat to 

strengthen the first wave of creatures on this continent!” 

“The map of the Black Goat?”The embrace of death quickly remembered this information. Then, he 

looked at the two brothers in surprise and found that the two of them seemed to be very 

straightforward. They were both full of information about each other! 

“Just the map of the Black Goat isn’t enough to create that kind of army, right?”Rennes asked faintly. 

Chapter 1053: Intelligence Call and cooperation (middle) 

As the commander of the biological forces, Rene had heard of a biological alchemy matrix like the map 

of the Black Goat. Those who could use such a matrix were all big forces with impressive biological and 

arcane foundations, usually, only some old biological forces had such a matrix method. At least, as far as 

he knew, Lord Bolton’s forces did not have such a method. 



This was related to accumulation. Although Lord Bolton’s rise was rapid, he was still a lord for less than a 

century and a half. What he lacked the most was foundation, and the reputation of the pure demon 

force also made it somewhat difficult to recruit high-quality biological alchemists. 

But not having a force did not mean that he did not know the level of that thing. His own force was the 

more warlike type, and he had fought with veteran biological lords countless times, the team led by 

Black Goat’s map had encountered this thing no less than ten times. This thing could turn the biological 

attributes of an area into violence for a short period of time, and it was a notorious method of 

destroying the local ecology to create biological weapons, the effect was very fast, but it definitely 

couldn’t be this exaggerated. 

In a place with an average level one creature level, even if you used the top-notch black goat’s matrix, 

you wouldn’t be able to create an army that could instantly kill their team. If you could do it.., the Lord 

of the biology department had long since unified the entire universe. 

Facing Rennes’question.., seer said faintly, “This is the third question, but I can’t answer your question. I 

can clearly tell you that the enemy’s army wasn’t purely based on the black goat diagram. I witnessed 

the entire process with my own eyes. That Thing from outer space isn’t just a simple creature, it also 

brought a very strange refining array. It almost seamlessly combined with the local black goat diagram 

matrix to form an extremely complex and huge biological matrix system.” 
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“After the arrival of the matrix, the area of mutant creatures covered by the map of the Black Goat will 

soon undergo a second evolution. Among them are the black armored soldiers you saw. I can assure you 

that these black armored soldiers were at most level one or level two creatures at the beginning. The 

leader, who has reached level ten, was only a level three extraordinary creature before…”. “…” 

“Hiss…”Ryan and the woman next to him took a deep breath after hearing it. 

“How is this possible?”Ryan’s face was full of disbelief. As an officer at the level of a planet marshal, he 

had seen many miracles in the universe, but this one in front of him had clearly exceeded the rules. 

Using a level one or two life form to create a powerhouse over level ten? This was simply a fantasy! 

The woman beside him thought even more. Not only was she a surgeon, but she was also a senior 

biological alchemist. Her understanding of this aspect was even more professional than Ryan’s. 

Thus, she directly raised her doubts. “You just said that the other party used a second alchemy array to 

take over the map of the black goat and carried out a second evolution on the creatures that had 

undergone the baptism of the map of the Black Goat? Is this possible?” 

If the biological strengthening could be so simple and infinitely stacked, this world would have long since 

become the world of the Lord of the biology department. An ordinary biological modification 

evolution.., would require countless evaluations and budgets before carrying out extremely detailed 

surgical modifications. The cost was expensive. 

This could be seen from many biological alchemy warriors. There were some warriors with chaotic 

bloodlines in the universe. Every upgrade required an expensive amount of money to carry out 



biological surgery modifications. The higher the cost, the higher the cost, and the higher the cost, the 

easier it was to fail. 

This was also why the pure-blooded warrior family had become the mainstream of the federation. 

The map of the Black Goat was a large and undifferentiated biological matrix. Through energy mutation, 

it would cause the creatures to go berserk and undergo a gu-like devouring evolution. However, the 

price was that the genes of the creatures in the region would become completely chaotic, under such 

circumstances, these creatures would either become biochemical monsters that could not be modified. 

Those who were lucky would only be like the biological warriors in the federation who retained their 

rationality but needed more complicated surgery to further upgrade. 

It was common knowledge in the biological world that the cost of post-evolution of the chaotic genes 

was much more difficult than the pure-blooded enhancement of normal bloodlines. In other words, the 

creatures in the map of the Black Goat were already considered useless in the eyes of normal lords, that 

was because the cost of re-enhancing them would be even higher than the cost of nurturing a low-level 

creature! 

And using another large-scale matrix to carry out a second evolution of the creatures in the map of the 

Black Goat? 

Was this thing possible? 

Faced with questions.., seer replied lazily, “This is not my field of expertise. This is what I saw. As for how 

the other party did it, if I knew this, would you still have the chance to negotiate with me?” 

These words made the woman choke, while Ryan’s face darkened. “How can I be sure that what you 

said is true?” 

“Information exchange is all about trust… I didn’t suspect you, did I?”Seer laughed. 

Ryan narrowed his eyes. “What else do you want to ask?” 

Seer said, “Three questions. First, how did you get in?” 

Ryan said, “Through a summoning channel of the natives.” 

“Natives?”Seer smiled. “Is this your first time here, brother? You shouldn’t have any spiritual connection 

with the natives. How did you get summoned by the natives?” 

Ryan: “Is this the second question?” 

Seer: “Yes…” 

Ryan: “It’s not us. More than one force is paying attention to this small planet of yours. This channel 

came from another force of the mechanic department outside. It seems like they have been watching 

this place for a long time!” 

“Mm…”seer nodded. It seemed like the old principal was right. Other than Bolton, there was another 

major faction outside! 

This faction should be the one that saved Hoult… … 



“What’s the specific passage method? Is It this one?”Seer suddenly took out an old scroll! 

Rennes and the embrace of death stood up in shock the moment they saw the scroll. They stared at the 

scroll in Seer’s hand. “You… How did you get this thing?” 

Could it be… “…”. Seer was working with that great mechanical overlord? 

Seeing his excited expression, seer was delighted. It was really him! 

“The information exchange ends here…”seer smiled. “Let’s talk about how to work together, brother…” 

Rennes continued staring at the scroll in Seer’s hand. “I need that from you!” 

Summoning channel! 

With it, he could not only report the information he had, but he could also get Lord Bolton’s support 

immediately! 

Seer curled his lips. Of course, he knew that Ryan wanted this, but how could he give it to him? Give it to 

him so that he could summon an army to kill him? 

“I can’t give it to you for the time being…”Seer said directly. 

Hearing that, Ryan looked at him with a gloomy face and slowly took a step forward. 

“I advise you not to do that…”a gentle voice slowly sounded behind Ryan… … 

Chapter 1054: Information Exchange and cooperation (Part Two) 

“I advise you not to do this…” 

The voice that had suddenly appeared was as gentle as the spring breeze and drizzle. However, the 

sudden appearance of such a scene made them even more wary than the voice of an evil spirit. 

This was especially true for the embrace of death. Her expression was extremely solemn. This feeling 

had come again. The previous seer had also appeared without any warning.., in theory, a level six 

suzerain could not hide information in front of a level fourteen embrace of death. At that time, she 

knew that there must be other powerhouses here. 

And from the information, Seer’s side could isolate the perception of the embrace of death. There really 

was such a powerhouse… 

“How’s the situation?”Seer looked at the principal behind Raine. 
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The principal smiled. “Well, looking at the situation, it’s temporarily safe. My guess isn’t wrong. It’s 

indeed the unique cry of the Titan Royal Family…” 

Seer immediately laughed when he heard that. “That kid is quite lucky…” 

As he spoke, a trace of reminiscence flashed across his eyes. He recalled the scene when Brother Dog 

was bullied and came to him for help. It had only been a few years, but he felt that a lot of things had 

happened… 



When the principal heard this, he rolled his eyes and thought to himself, ‘you’re the lucky one, aren’t 

you?’? 

Not to mention that a drifting lord had encountered such a group of treasures, the Green Titan gene 

that he had spent a few hundred yuan to buy was actually mixed with royal genes. This luck… … He even 

suspected that the other party had cheated… … 

Although to the operators, they could not differentiate the current Green Titan gene from the royal 

family either. They sold it wholesale like a few catties at a few yuan, but this probability was still elusive. 

Even back when Titan was at its peak.., the probability of the royal family members being compared to 

the entire Titan family in the entire universe was still one in a billion, right? 

“Earth Chime? Royal Family?”Rennes was stunned. What were they talking about? 

Death Embrace, who was at the side, was also at a loss. However, as a biology scholar, she had heard of 

these two words before. However, the meaning of these two words combined made her somewhat 

unable to believe it. Especially when she had vaguely felt the resonance of the Earth before coming 

here… … 

Could it be that? 

But how could it be? 

Seer did not pay attention to what the two of them were thinking. Instead, she was concerned about 

another question. “Previously, you said that there was something protecting him. What is it?” 

The principal shook his head. “I’m not sure yet. It’s a little like the consciousness of Gaia in this plane, 

but it’s also a little different. Theoretically speaking, the consciousness of Gaia in a level-7 planet should 

not have such a huge amount of spiritual power.” 

Seer narrowed his eyes seriously when he heard this. For this person to say that his spiritual energy was 

large, it must have reached a certain level. He was probably right. This continent wasn’t simple. The 

Undead definitely didn’t choose this place randomly… … 

There was some secret that he hadn’t discovered on this continent yet… … 

After confirming this situation, Seer looked at Rennes again. 

Something that could make an existence like Sandro plan meticulously was definitely something 

incredible. It was impossible for seer to say that he was not interested in it at all, but it was too risky for 

seer to touch it personally. 

As a top-tier space mage, the principal had a certain amount of exploration ability, but if he were to go… 

Whether the other party was willing or not, Seer would definitely be reluctant to part with it. How 

would the other party dare to take risks so easily when he had such a powerful ally? 

On the contrary, Rennes’side might be a better touchstone… 

Thinking of this, Seer looked at Rennes and revealed a friendly smile. “Elder brother, why don’t we 

discuss the matter of cooperation?” 



Rennes looked at seer and then at the harmless-looking principal. He slowly sat down on the rock. “How 

do you want to cooperate?” 

“I can provide a passage for the faction behind you, but the location of the passage is up to me!”Seer 

laughed. 

“No!”Rennes almost subconsciously denied the other party’s statement. He had the final say on the 

location? What kind of joke was this? Who knew what this guy was planning? What if he dug a huge pit 

for Lord Bolton to jump into? Wouldn’t he become a sinner in the future? 

Previously, he wouldn’t have believed that an ant-like guy like seer could scheme against Lord Bolton. 

But now, he was a little uncertain. This guy was a little strange… 

Thinking about it, it made sense. What was a normal level six lord doing now. He was either leading the 

entire population to mine, or fighting with some primitive creatures to build a civilization. Unlike this 

guy, who dared to use Sandro as a trap to trap his own master… … 

“Don’t be in a hurry to refuse…”Seer said with a smile, “When the location is chosen, I will let you 

inspect it personally. If you think there’s no problem, we will decide on the result. What do you think, 

Brother?” 

“Can’t we do it another way?”Rennes said unwillingly, “Can you give me a condition and directly 

exchange the scroll for me?” 

Seer looked at Rennes in amusement. “That’s fine too. Tell me, do you have anything that you can 

exchange with me right now?” 

As soon as he said this, Rennes was instantly speechless… 

He was now at the end of his rope. Other than asking for help from the higher-ups, he really couldn’t 

come up with anything else… … 

As for the empty talk about how the benefits would be distributed after summoning the army, as long as 

his younger brother wasn’t a pure idiot, it would be difficult to persuade him. 

“Don’t be anxious…”seer smiled and looked at the woman next to Rene. “Isn’t she here? This is the first 

time I’ve seen the famous embrace of death. What’s there to be afraid of if she tests you first?” 

Rene looked at the woman. The woman hesitated for a few seconds and finally nodded. She was 

confident in her detection ability. She didn’t believe that there was anything that could be completely 

hidden from her to design. Moreover, at this stage.., they didn’t seem to be qualified to talk about 

superfluous conditions. 

After all, two injured level-14 remnant soldiers and a former president of the White Dragon Sacred 

Academy were together. It was clear at a glance who was the strong side… 

After settling the matter, Seer smiled and was about to say something when suddenly, the entire earth 

trembled! 

Seer subconsciously looked at the sky. This disturbance was very obvious. It wasn’t something like the 

earth moving, but something seemed to have crashed into this planet! 



Immediately after, a terrifying roar came from the sky. The sound penetrated through the entire 

continent, causing Goosebumps to rise upon hearing it! 

“This is…”Rennes also looked at the sky. The thick black color was squirming. Obviously, this roar came 

from the mysterious giant python that surrounded the planet. 

“They’re going to attack?”Seer tilted her head curiously. If they were to fight, shouldn’t she take Brother 

Dog and leave? 

“They should be just testing…”the principal looked at the sky. “They won’t be so reckless when facing an 

existence like Andrew. I guess they will send more spies to collect specimens and data in this wave…” 

Ryan’s eyes lit up when he heard that, but seer looked at Ryan. If that was the case, they had to control 

Ryan well. At least, they could not let him contact the Bolton Force. 

“You don’t have to worry too much about your brother…”the principal suddenly transmitted his voice. 

“He will take the initiative to cooperate with us!” 

Seer: “Eh?” 

Chapter 1055: I Promise You! 

“What’s going on?” 

On the thorny path that was about 100 miles away from Kate City, Luke and the others, who were 

escorting the people to retreat, looked up at the sky in horror. 

At this moment, a thought popped up in everyone’s mind… 

Could This Be… the end of the world? 

After that astonishing shake, cracks began to appear on the seemingly never-ending black curtain in the 

sky. The cracks grew more and more densely, giving people the feeling that the entire world was about 

to shatter. 
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This spectacular and strange sight could not help but give people the feeling of the apocalypse. After all, 

if even the world had collapsed, what else could it be but the apocalypse? 

“Luke…”in the crowd, bundy, who was directing the team’s progress, was stunned when he saw this 

sudden scene. The battle flag in his hand that was used to command the team almost trembled to the 

ground. Luke, who was at the side, saw this and quickly jumped over to hold the flag, he glared at his 

good friend of many years. 

Of course, he did not blame the other party too much. After all, this phenomenon looked too shocking. 

But the key was that they were not ordinary people. They were the leaders of a team of 200,000 people. 

As the leader, if you panicked at this time.., what would happen to the people below? 

If they panicked and stepped on each other, the casualties would probably be hundreds or thousands of 

people! 



Bundy also reacted and looked at Luke gratefully. Then, he shouted at the top of his voice, “Calm down! 

What are you panicking for? Keep walking, don’t stop…” 

Facing Bundy’s lion-like voice, the hundreds of thousands of people acted as if they didn’t hear it and 

were still dumbstruck… … 

This scene made Luke and the other generals’faces turn extremely ugly. 

Just as Bondi was about to lose his temper, a voice suddenly rang out… 

“Sir… is there… a road ahead of us?” 

These words made Bondi’s imposing manner pause… 

Who the F * CK was this? Did he have to hit the bullseye with his words? 

“Of course there’s a road…”Luke saw that Bondi couldn’t speak, so he took a step forward and said in a 

deep voice, “Don’t be in a daze. It’s very dangerous here. We have to get to a safe place.” 

“A safe place?” 

The voice that spoke earlier suddenly laughed. “Sir, don’t bully us. We don’t understand. How can there 

be a safe place in this world?” 

“You crazy woman, Shut Up!”A crisp slap sounded. The woman who spoke earlier was kicked to the 

ground. 

At this time, many people with dull expressions were attracted by the voice. When they looked over, 

they realized that the person who made the dramatic scene was actually an extremely familiar person. It 

was the castellan and his wife of Kate City! 

And the woman who had suddenly gone crazy and questioned Luke was the countess. 

This woman… 

In an instant, Luke and the others’faces turned extremely ugly… … 

When they were in the Count’s mansion, they did not take this noble girl seriously. Moreover, because 

of old Bundy, she had been suppressed to a certain extent. However, she had always been obedient and 

obedient, old Bundy, who wanted to avenge his daughter and granddaughter, could not find an excuse. 

However, he did not expect her to make trouble at this time… 

However, it was normal. Before coming here, this lady’s only daughter, Jenny, was implicated because of 

Sunny’s disappearance, 

bundy glanced at her, and a strong killing intent flashed in his eyes! 

Those who disturbed the morale of the army at this time deserved to be killed! 

“Sir, do you want to kill me?”The woman ignored her husband’s roar and looked at Bundy with a smile. 

“But is there a path ahead of you if you kill me? If you kill me, will you live?” 



“Shut up, you B * Tch!”The Count’s face was livid. He stepped forward and kicked the woman’s face. 

However, in the face of her husband’s fury, the lady laughed crazily as if she had gone mad. Coupled 

with the apocalyptic scene at this moment.., everyone felt an inexplicable sense of despair in their 

hearts. 

A cold glint flashed across Bundy’s eyes. His hand slowly reached for the sword hilt at his waist. Luke, 

who was beside him, stood in front of him without leaving a trace. He used his hand to press down on 

the other party’s hand that was about to strike out with his sword. He slowly shook his head… … 

The current situation could not withstand the stimulation of Bundy. 

Luke knew about the woman’s situation. A few days ago, sunny had gone missing. Even when they were 

retreating, they could not find her. The last person who saw sunny was the woman’s daughter, Jenny. 

The disappearance of the granddaughter made the orcs out of control, making old Bundy extremely 

irritable. In order to appease Bundy’s anger, the Earl of Kate City almost beat Jenny to death! 

Until now, the little girl named Jenny was still lying on the stretcher. Her limbs were twisted and she was 

not human. She looked like she was about to die. To be honest, to be able to beat her daughter to such 

a state.., luke had a new understanding of how cold-blooded the Earl of Kate City was. 

After all, from the testimony, Sunny’s disappearance had nothing to do with him. She was just angry. 

And just because of that, he could do such a thing. Other than that, he was really a ruthless person… 

Anyway, Luke did not like this guy. Even David, who disliked the countess and her daughter, obviously 

did not agree with the earl’s actions. 

Of course, for the sake of old Bundy’s emotions, they did not say anything. 

But they did not think that the child’s mother would become such a hidden danger. 

Now that they thought about it, it made sense. A countess, because of old Bundy’s loss of status, was 

still able to endure humiliation for the sake of her future. But now, her daughter had been beaten to 

such a state.., what future could there be? 

It was not strange for a desperate person to do anything crazy… … 

Outsiders did not know the situation. They only saw a pitiful young girl being beaten to such a state by 

the count. They only saw a mother who was unwilling to give up her crippled daughter, every day, she 

fed the other party all her rations and took good care of her. 

This caused a lot of sympathy in the hearts of many people. If this kind of person was killed by Bondi at 

this time, the effect might not be a shock. It was very likely to be the last straw that crushed everyone’s 

hearts! 

What should they do? 

“Can they live?”The woman laughed maniacally as she fell to the ground. She looked at Luke and the 

others, who were high up in the sky, and continued to ask. 



“Shut the F * ck up!”The count became even more flustered. He understood that if this lunatic 

continued to speak, they would be finished! 

Looking at her husband’s flustered and exasperated appearance, the woman laughed even more 

maniacally… … 

Finally… 

Finally, this moment had arrived. These people, everyone, including that hateful man, should all die here 

and accompany their pitiful daughter in death! 

“Please Shut Up!”The Count pulled out his sword with a twisted expression and slashed at the crazy 

woman. Luke, who was above, was shocked. He rushed forward to stop her, but he was stopped by 

Bundy behind him. 

At this moment, the woman was facing her husband’s iron sword. She smiled coldly without any fear… … 

There was nothing left in this world. The only pity was that he could not see this cold-blooded man’s 

tragic death with his own eyes… … 

Bang! 

Suddenly, a tall figure blocked in front of her. The pain that she had expected did not come. The Count, 

who was like a mad dog, was sent flying with a slap from the tall figure. 

The countess stared blankly at the person in front of her. She had thought that someone would come to 

save her, but she did not expect it to be this person… 

“To be able to live…” 

That face that should have frightened her gave her an inexplicable sense of peace. Her pair of golden 

eyes were like the last glimmer of hope in the darkness… … 

“You and your daughter Can Live!”That voice said with incomparable determination, “I Promise You! !” 

Chapter 1056: The Hope Rhubarb left behind! 

It was him! ! 

Everyone was stunned, including Old Bundy, who had almost pulled out his sword and killed someone. 

No one had expected him to be the first to stand up and say such words, especially to that woman. 

Luke remembered that the orc had spoken in a tone that no one in the city was more important than 

sunny! 

However, his words were indeed the most important at this stage. When they had faced that terrifying 

person who was like a natural disaster, it was this person who had saved everyone by turning the tide 

and defeating the enemy! 
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The countess stared at the orc in a daze. She could not believe it. She had never thought that this orc 

would stand up. 

Brother Dog’s golden eyes swept across the confused lady and then looked at the dying girl on the 

stretcher in the distance. The girl’s limbs were twisted and her wounds were hideous. Her nose bridge 

and facial features were completely deformed, her expression was as numb as a walking corpse. 

But when her mother came out to do this, the girl’s originally numb eyes were filled with fear and fear of 

loss… … 

This reminded Brother Dog of what sunny used to say: Jenny wasn’t very bad, at least she cherished her 

mother… … 

He believed that sunny didn’t really hate him for making things difficult for her sister. This could be seen 

from Sunny’s last move when she left… … 

When Sunny left, besides scaring Jenny, she also took away the cherries that she had secretly brought 

with her. 

The girl was very wronged at that time. She looked at the bright cherries on the tree and thought that 

her mother hadn’t eaten anything good for many days. It was also good to eat some sweet cherries, so 

she pulled a long face and secretly stole some. 

But she did not expect sunny to take the cherries away from her in the end. 

At that time, she cursed sunny, showing off her snobbish attitude. 

But Brother Dog knew that sunny was holding on to her last bit of kindness. Sunny ate the cherries by 

mistake and got sick. In the end, before she left, she still remembered to help her sister, who had bullied 

her since she was young, avoid it… 

Would she want her stepmother and sister to die here? 

Brother Dog didn’t think so. He didn’t like the Virgin Mary when he read novels, but if sunny was willing 

to be so kind at the last moment, he was willing to let sunny’s kindness have a better result… … 

“You will live, and your daughter will live, I Promise…” 

Brother Dog’s voice wasn’t loud, but it made people feel extremely calm. Even in this apocalyptic scene, 

it gave people a sense of stability… … 

The noble lady stared at him for a long time, and finally laughed bitterly, “What’s the use of living? My 

daughter is in such a state now. Does she have a future if she lives?” 

“Yes!”Brother dog nodded, “Her injury is not irreparable. As long as she reaches the point of guidance, 

everything will be urgent!” 

“The point of guidance?” 

The noble lady was stunned, and all the generals and soldiers, including Luke, were stunned. They 

looked at each other with a hint of hope and confusion. 



Luke and the others were even more excited! 

They had guessed before that this orc knew that a disaster was coming a long time ago. It couldn’t have 

come all the way here just to throw its life away, right? 

Just like in many stories, the gods guided the disaster, so they should guide the way to survival! 

Brother Dog slowly stood up. His strong and tall body was straight as he looked at everyone 

indifferently. 

To be honest, he didn’t like the people in Kate City very much. The aristocrats trampled on the weak, 

and the residents weren’t kind either. They talked about sunny and even his grandfather who came 

from afar.., brother Dog felt that he valued the power more than his only granddaughter. 

But now, they were the only ones who had contact with Sunny. The one he wanted to protect the most 

had disappeared… … 

“The place of guidance!”Brother Dog took a deep breath and answered, “I knew the arrival of this 

disaster before I came here. The gods guided this disaster and also the land of redemption. As long as I 

get there, I will be protected…” 

“Really?”The eyes of many residents who were already numb were full of hope, including the Countess 

who had gone crazy just now. 

If it was a place guided by a god, then their daughter… “…”. Could she also be saved? 

Luke and the others let out a long sigh of relief. Now they could finally confirm that there was a way out 

from the guidance that the other party received! 

They just didn’t know if the God who guided the orcs would welcome them, the humans who plundered 

the orcs’territory… . . 

In the face of the public’s doubts, Brother Dog can only bite the bullet down. 

He wasn’t sure, but somehow that voice was calling him to the past, and he felt that it was a place of 

refuge… . Let’s go? 

As for sunny… 

That dead dog can’t be wrong, can he? 

That’s right. I’ve heard from Sunny. 

When he came to, he wouldn’t have left the city, even if Sunny’s body had rotted away somewhere, and 

he had to dig it up to be sure. 

At that time, the situation was urgent. Luke and the others were organizing people to evacuate. Bundy 

and the others searched the entire city, but they couldn’t find Sunny’s whereabouts. In the end, a child 

was holding a strange stone tablet, saying that a monster wanted to give it to him, there were strange 

runes engraved on the stone tablet. 

When Brother Dog took the stone tablet and looked at it, he was completely stunned. 



How was this a Bullsh * t Rune? It was simply a chicken-ha version of Chinese characters. 

On it, there were twisted and distorted words: this woman needs medical treatment, the situation is 

urgent, you still haven’t woken up, I took her to find her master… … ! Big Huang! 

When Brother Dog received this news, he was extremely confused… 

Big Huang? Little Cabbage’s Big Huang? Why would big Huang appear here? Since all the brothers in the 

base had appeared, why didn’t they come with a more reliable one? What did it mean to send a dog? 

This made brother dog extremely conflicted. If it was the lord or rain woman, Wugua, and the others 

who had received sunny, he could completely put his worries to rest, because he knew that these 

people would definitely save sunny. 

But in the end, it was a dog… 

Thinking about that dead dog’s nature of wanting to eat anything, Brother Dog felt that it wasn’t very 

reliable… . . 

But desperate as it was, the dog, though unreliable, was on the base, and there was always some hope 

that it would take sunny… 

And he heard that cabbages were a top surgeon before they became lords… . . 

There’s got to be some hope? 

——– 

“Why don’t you just stay?” 

In a distant cave, sunny could not help but ask as she looked at the big dog that had licked away the 

rotting flesh that had spread all over her body. 

That day, she and Big Huang had seen brother dog defeat his opponent with their own eyes. This big dog 

clearly knew brother dog and had even secretly protected him for a day when Brother Dog was 

unconscious. 

However, Brother Dog did not wait for him to wake up before bringing her away. This made her a little 

puzzled. Since the crisis had been resolved and the other party was able to suppress the rot in her body, 

why didn’t he stay? 

Big Huang looked at the little girl, licked the rotten meat residue on the tip of his tongue, and said, “The 

thing in your body needs to be purified by a professional. Only my master can save you.” 

“But…”sunny looked at him carefully. “You can also let him take us to your master. Why do you have to 

separate? When he was unconscious, what was that thing beside him?” 

Rhubarb looked at Sunny. “That’s not what you should know…” 

Chapter 1057: The Fallen Angel Star (Part 1) 

“Hey, I say… are we really going to meet up?”Inside the Mecha, Grandpa Lu looked at the soap uneasily. 



“What if we don’t go? Didn’t you hear? That guy, little cabbage, is most likely in that woman’s hands. 

We can’t pretend not to hear…” 

“Are you familiar with little cabbage?”Grandpa Lu was a little puzzled. “There are thousands of players. 

What does it have to do with you if someone else is in trouble?” 

“Don’t say that. We’re all from the D sphere. When we’re in a foreign land, we should be helping each 

other out…” 

Grandpa Lu: “I don’t Believe You, my ass. You still know how to help each other out?” 
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SOAP: “I’ve always been a good person, okay?” 

Grandpa lu: “Hehe…” 

“Don’t talk anymore… someone’s Coming!” 

As they spoke, a bright light came from afar. With a boom, a tall, azure mech floated in the air. 

Grandpa Lu and soap could not help but take in a breath of cold air, because when they realized that the 

other party was still a speck of starlight like a firefly.., they felt that without even blinking, the other 

party had transformed from a speck of starlight into a huge mech and rushed in front of them. This 

vision was like if you pointed your middle finger at the stars in the sky, and in the next second, the stars 

would fly in front of you. 

It was so fast that even their nerves could not react in time. 

Heaven sees luck. How lucky must soap and I be to be able to take down a mecha of this level? 

Zizi… 

The Ai’s voice rang out, “The opponent requests the corresponding password!” 

The mecha above them drew a light ring towards them, and the light ring slowly descended towards 

them. As the light ring descended, the opponent maintained a distance from them, and Grandpa Lu 

could see it clearly.., the few holes on the other party’s body flickered with energy. 

Grandpa Lu hurriedly glanced at soap, who closed his eyes. The cells in his body were rapidly searching 

for something, and countless memories flooded in. His brain was like a computer, constantly sifting 

through the contents. 

Finally, he found an image that responded to the other party’s secret ring. He then commanded the 

mecha to raise its hand and draw an energy image as well. 

The two images overlapped in mid-air and finally turned into a symbol. 

“It’s great that you’re still alive, Bernie! What about the rest of the team? Are there any contacts?” 

These words made soap and Grandpa Lu’s hearts relax. At least it seemed that the other party did not 

have a large group behind them. There was a high chance that he was alone. 



Soap: “No, I only contacted you…” 

“Is that so…”the voice on the other side faded slightly, and then he said, “We urgently need support 

from the higher-ups now. Bernie, how is your current condition?” 

Soap: “Very Bad… where is the Doctor You mentioned earlier?” 

“I’ll bring you there…”Jessica hurriedly said. 

Soap’s spirits were lifted when he heard this. Grandpa Lu, on the other hand, secretly glanced at soap 

and thought to himself, this kid can do it. He’s so stable. 

However, even if the other party was alone, could they save little cabbage and the others just by relying 

on their half-baked operation of this mecha? 

Just as they were thinking about it, the AI suddenly prompted, “Warning, high-energy attack detected. 

Host, please pay attention!”! 

High-energy attack? 

The two of them were stunned. Could it be that the woman had seen through them? 

Just as they were wondering, a loud boom suddenly came from the sky. They felt as if the entire world 

had been hit by something! 

Soap and his Grandpa looked out through the mech and saw that the sky was full of cracks, as if 

something had hit it and broken it. 

What was going on? 

“This is…”Jessica looked at the high-energy light that flashed across the sky and said excitedly, “Did the 

higher-ups launch a general attack?” 

Soap was stunned. He looked at the spider-web-like cracks in the sky and said in a daze, “You call this a 

general attack?” 

A God’s general attack? Even the sky was broken? Seven Dragon Balls? 

“That’s true…”Jessica nodded. “If it was a general attack, the scale shouldn’t be so small…” 

Soap:”…” 

As soon as he finished speaking, there was a sudden bang. It was as if something had been smashed into 

pieces. The thick black curtain in the sky suddenly shattered like glass. 

Behind the black curtain, there were layers and layers of starlight swirling around. Countless dazzling 

lights gathered in the nine heavens, so brilliant that it was as if the Milky Way was flowing backwards. 

Only soap and his grandfather were stunned by what they saw. 

F * CK, did this special effect have to be so powerful? Star Wars? 

In the shattered sky, a mournful roar shook People’s souls. Under the Starlight, soap and his grandfather 

could clearly see the incomparably huge existence hovering in the sky. 



“I F * cking told you it was an eye. Do You Believe Me Now?”Grandpa muttered in a low voice. 

“F * ck…”soap couldn’t help but swear. 

He finally understood why the Lord said that the New World was a dangerous place. How could such a 

big snake not be dangerous when it was watching from the Sky? 

F * ck, what the F * ck did it eat to grow up? Was It covered in a cap? 

“This is not our army!” 

Jessica floated in the air and muttered as she looked at the stars that filled the sky. 

Grandpa Lu was stunned. He looked at the Milky Way that was flowing backwards and said to soap, “Can 

she see up there?” 

Soap: “Yes, this mech has the ability to zoom in on long-range images…” 

“I F * cking have a live broadcast, but you’re not broadcasting it?” 

Soap: “This is the first time I’ve seen such a huge snake since I was young. Can’t I be shocked for a few 

seconds?” 

As he spoke, he commanded his mech to turn on the remote image capture function. 

Following that, his vision changed. The Starlight in the sky was getting closer and closer. His entire vision 

could clearly see the scene in the sky. 

At this moment, they finally saw clearly that what was pouring down was not some starlight. Instead, it 

was a group of huge organisms that were densely packed like fireflies. They gathered together and 

poured down. From Afar, it looked like a galaxy. 

What the F * CK was this? An Angel? 

As they zoomed in on the image, they saw that the glowing objects were all in the shape of humans. 

They were huge, and their bodies were dark purple in color. The light came from the crystal-like wings 

on their backs. 

The wings, four wings, and six wings were emitting a dazzling light. They looked very much like the Angel 

Army in mythology, bringing dawn to attack the giant python that was the incarnation of the Devil. 

The scene was extremely shocking. Grandpa Lu and soap were at a loss for words. This scene was not 

something that these people who had only seen the green screen model could describe. 

“F * ck, what is that?”While they were in shock, Grandpa Lu suddenly pointed at a huge object that was 

slowly approaching at the back of the screen. 

It was an oval-shaped ball of light. It was incomparably huge, and it felt like the entire body was even 

bigger than the planet they were on. 

The light from its entire body was even more dazzling than the sun. It felt as if the entire universe had 

been lit up by that huge ball of light. 



Countless tiny rays of light from the huge ball of light flowed like water towards the huge python. Upon 

closer inspection, one would discover that those streams of water were all made up of angels, one after 

another, as if they were endless. 

And the light that could light up the universe on that huge ball of light seemed to be made up of those 

angels. It felt as if the entire ball of light was like a huge beehive! 

“F * ck… What Is This?”Grandpa Lu said with a dull look. 

Chapter 1058: The Fallen Angel Star (Part 2) 

In the starry sky, the big shots who were really in control of the scene were also paying close attention 

to this scene. After taking a closer look at the huge biochemical star.., pippen, who was in the control 

panel, could not help but click his tongue. “This is the fallen angel, right? This little devil actually dares to 

use this thing as an activation star?” 

Hearing their master’s intelligence officer reveal the origin of the biochemical star, the surrounding 

auxiliary intelligence officers quickly searched for information about the fallen angel star in their minds. 

The so-called biochemical star was to use Gaia’s consciousness to bind with some powerful genes, 

allowing the entire planet to be activated according to the template of the genes, creating planet-grade 

large-scale creatures. 

There were many things that could be used, such as the powerful energy of the planet itself, as well as 

the extreme genetic characteristics that would erupt after the genes were astral-formed. 

The requirements to create an active star were very high. First, the Gaia’s consciousness itself had not 

been formed, and then the mass of the planet itself could not be too low. Then, there was the extremely 

complicated genetic calculation. 
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With a large amount of energy entering the planet, it would not be an exaggeration to say that the 

genes themselves would mutate. The more complex the genes were, the greater the probability of 

mutating after the energy impact, the process of forming and strengthening an activation star required 

extremely precise steps and maintenance. The slightest mistake would cause the entire biological 

system to collapse. 

Hence, when a biological lord wanted to create something like this, the genes they chose would be more 

common. For example, the Thunder warrior genes… 

The Thunder warrior gene was the standard warrior gene of the Federation. The gene chain matured 

and the evolution process was stable. It was also the first choice of many families that wanted to 

nurture their bloodline. 

As the number one popular warrior training gene in the federation, it was naturally the most popular 

gene in the activation star project. The stable gene chain and the evolution process made the most 

active stars on the market to be Thunder Stars. 

This type of body had powerful combat strength, and it was easy to operate. It was very practical. 



Of course, the drawback was that it was too common. When it was used as a weapon to attack, its 

attributes were too easy for the opponent to understand. Many factions also knew how to deal with this 

type of pure strength thunder star. 

Therefore, high-end creature lords would generally cultivate stars with complex genes. However, if they 

gave up on stability and made their tactics more unpredictable, the cost would be on a whole different 

level. 

The more complex the gene, the higher the production cost, especially when it was separated from the 

federation’s public genes. 

The so-called public genes were genes that could be traded openly in the Federation. These genes did 

not belong to the main royal civilization, so they were all genes that were used by the world by default, 

such as the Thunder race, the fire copper race, and so on. 

However, some things that were not in the public genes were basically forbidden to be tested openly 

due to their unknown origin. They were only exclusive to that civilization. For example, the Starlight 

Elves’star of wind and Chimera were exclusive to the Starlight Elves, if they were discovered to be used 

by other races, they would be attacked by the Starlight royalty. 

Therefore, it was not just the difficulty of production, there was also the issue of the right to use them. 

Even if some factions produced them privately, they would usually not bring them to the surface. 

The fallen angels belonged to one of the seven royal families of the Abyss Demons, and they were top-

tier demons! 

The Abyss forces had temporarily reached a peace agreement with the Universe Federation during the 

Void War, but they had not been completely open to the public after the void retreated. They were 

basically still under the surveillance and control of the federation. 

Most of the time, it was more like a black market. 

However, no one dared to underestimate the status of the abyssal demons in the Federation. After all, 

they were an existence as ancient as the elves, and that race had a strong desire for revenge. 

Although no one could figure out the details of the situation, no one dared to offend them easily. 

Therefore, at least on the surface, no one would see the activation star of pure demon-type genes. 

Not to mention such a royal demon activation star. 

“I remember that Dylan demon is not ranked high among the seven royal families, right?”Chief 

intelligence officer Pippen frowned as he looked at the huge planet and said to his lord, “He actually 

dared to use the fallen angel genes. Has the Abyss agreed?” 

The adjutant beside him also nodded when he heard that. Dylan Demon was ranked sixth among the 

seven royal families, while the Fallen Angel family was ranked third. Demons worshiped the law of the 

jungle, the strong preyed on the weak, and they valued bloodlines very much, it was hard to imagine 

that the fallen angel clan would allow a Dylan demon to use their genes to make an activation star 

without permission. 



Moreover, the purity of the activation star was extremely high. The energy of the opposite planet was 

used… “…”. Was it the genes of a direct descendant? 

“That’s why this little demon isn’t simple…”vogu rubbed his chin and looked thoughtfully at the huge 

star in the distance. 

He had been to the abyss quite a few times and had a rough understanding of some things related to 

demons. The seven royal families ruled over the seven major dimensions and were not friendly with 

each other. There would often be wars of aggression, moreover, the seven royal families were not 

unchanging. Ever since the Federation and the Abyss signed the contract, there were only three royal 

families that had signed the contract. 

As for the remaining four royal families, they had been overtaken and eliminated by the demons below. 

Dylan demons belonged to the new aristocracy. They had betrayed the royal family that they had once 

pledged allegiance to, the ice demon race. They had also exterminated the entire bloodline of the ice 

demon race. They were notorious for their ferocity, the tension between the new aristocracy and the 

old royal families was the strongest. Especially traitors like Dylan Demons. In the eyes of the fallen 

angels, who paid attention to the rules, they were no different from thieves. 

As far as he knew, Dylan had paid tribute to fallen angels over the years in order to stabilize his position. 

Under such circumstances, how could a descendant of Dylan dare to use the genes of the fallen angels 

to create an activated planet? 

No matter how he looked at it, it didn’t seem right… 

“Does his planet have Battle Records?”Vogu narrowed his eyes and asked. 

“Yes!”Pippen quickly replied, “After the rise of the Bolton Force, it has been used on many battlefields in 

the East Star Field. This fallen angel planet has been used four times in total, winning all four of them. 

The first time it was used was 9.3 million years ago, when it was first used in the battle against an old 

arcanist lord who had lived for three eras in the Battle of Nimir battlefield. It was a great victory, and it 

got a spot on the periphery of Nimir battlefield at that time. It also pushed away the opponent.” 

“The Nimir Battlefield?”Vogu narrowed his eyes. 

This battlefield was not small. It was a link between the nine dimensions. Based on what he knew, there 

were more than 300 lords participating in this battlefield, including the famous great lord of the East 

Star Field, Azshara! 

Using the fallen angel activation star on such an occasion meant that the other party did not care about 

being exposed. They did not avoid the fallen angels at all. 

They had used it nine million years ago. If the fallen angels wanted to find trouble, they would have 

come to him long ago. This could only prove that the fallen angels had tacitly approved of his actions… … 

… 

“Interesting…”Vogu took a deep breath and looked at the huge star in the distance. 

The most important thing was that the planet the other party used to probe was the fallen angel star. 

What would be the hidden card after that? 



At first, they thought that it was just an ordinary junior, but now it seemed that it might be an extremely 

troublesome existence… … 

Chapter 1059: Black Water 

“My Lord… What Is This?” 

In the Underground Palace of the dead, Kersu was completely stunned when he saw the huge star and 

the dense angel army through the light screen. 

Perhaps this was really a war between the gods… 

“Oh…”Maya smiled. “That little demon is quite interesting. It doesn’t look like he’s launching a general 

attack. He just released this card?” 

“Are you familiar with this guy?”Andrew asked with a smile. 
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“Sort of…”Maya smiled. “This guy is quite something…” 

Seeing that the other party didn’t say much, Andrew smiled. “It’s the first time I’ve seen the Fallen Angel 

Star. Let’s try it out first…” 

As he said that, Andrew’s finger moved slightly. As he waved his finger, an extremely complicated 

alchemy style was quickly formed in his hand. Then, the energy of the alchemy array was quickly 

connected to one of the energy interfaces in the hall. 

Immediately, the alchemy array connected to the interface underwent a huge change along with the 

subtle change in energy. Layers upon layers of the alchemy array started to rotate like gears. Each 

structure underwent a new change because of this change, the change of one interface also rapidly 

affected the next interface. As a result, the entire huge alchemy array was undergoing a huge change. 

Countless complex runes began to operate, and the relative energy also began to change according to 

the changes in the runes! 

Layer upon layer, the hundreds of millions of alchemy arrays linked together to produce changes in the 

runes, causing Kersu to faint. These few days… … He had studied the energy structure of two of the 

hundreds of millions of runes in the alchemy array for a whole few months before he was able to barely 

understand the changes in the energy structure of the runes. 

There were hundreds of millions of runes in each array, and each array was equipped with hundreds of 

millions of arrays. It was hard to imagine that such a huge rune system could be controlled by a single 

person! 

A flash of understanding appeared in Maya’s eyes at this point. 

Such a huge array could only be operated by a god who had gathered the spiritual power of hundreds of 

millions of living beings. Even a top-notch star alchemist like her could only become a part of this huge 

array. 

This… was the power of a God! 



As the alchemy array changed, the giant pythons surrounding the planet also underwent a huge 

change… … 

The black liquid that had been forcefully shattered by the firepower began to rapidly gather, split, and 

proliferate, forming an ocean-like black liquid that quickly wrapped around the giant python. 

The giant Python let out a roar and began to spiral with the ocean-like black liquid. The dense liquid 

became more and more as the giant python spiraled, and its weight also increased, it was just like the 

flood dragon in the legends that stirred up a river to start a flood. However, its current size was 

thousands of times larger! 

The black liquid that could almost drown the entire body of the python was like a raging sea as it rolled 

around. Finally, it brought the momentum of swallowing the stars as it came toward the fallen angel’s 

body! 

The commander of the VOGU faction in the distance saw this and immediately ordered the fire 

department, “Prepare the fire spirit No. 9 Plastic Energy Cannon!”! 

As soon as the order was given, an incomparably huge cannon barrel slowly came out from the upper 

left side of the huge mechanical ship. A group of mechanical alchemists on standby immediately started 

to activate the runes, layers upon layers of sealed energy runes on the huge cannon were opened one 

after another. The Energy Department’s Internal Plastic Energy Division team began to control the 

refined energy in the huge energy warehouse to continuously send it over after the runes were opened 

up! 

The entire process was extremely tedious. However, Vogu’s team was clearly an efficient team that had 

been through many battles for a long time. It took less than five seconds for all of them to cooperate 

with each other from the time when they were unlocked to the time when the energy was gathered! 

“Attributes: pure heat attribute, energy, one hundred and forty stars. Send the data to the opposing 

faction!”The commander immediately ordered. 

The AI quickly sent the energy data. The commander of Bolton’s side was slightly stunned when he 

received the data. Then, he took a deep look at the other side and immediately sent out a signal to 

confirm that he was going to assist in the attack. 

Below him, a tall gray golem dressed in ancient clothes curiously asked his companions around him, 

“What does 140 stars mean?” 

Faced with this curious baby-like question, the half-demons who were dressed in high-ranking military 

uniforms did not seem surprised. Many of Lord Bolton’s pure demon-type warriors were somewhat 

primitive.., he was illiterate in technology. 

But it’s a force to be reckoned with. 

“Lord clone… . “a good-looking female demon officer explained patiently, “A hundred and forty stars is 

the amount of energy that can destroy a hundred and forty stars. It’s about the size of the planet where 

adults used to eat lumps of meat “…”. “…” 



“Oh?”The eyes of the golem lit up when he heard that. “That’s a little powerful… to destroy 140 planets 

in a row in such a big place? It must be at least a level-18 forbidden spell, right? is the enemy really that 

powerful?” 

Not only that… 

Many of the military officers thought to themselves. 

The enemy had emphasized that it was burning energy, which was a type of elemental destruction. It 

was not done by means of an energy explosion. It was done by completely vaporizing a planet before it 

could be considered as the energy of a planet. In terms of the volume of energy.., the amount of energy 

needed to vaporize a star was several times more than the amount needed to destroy a star! 

The burning energy of a fourteen star body was actually less than five seconds for the other party to 

prepare. They had never encountered such strength before… … 

Boom! 

After receiving the approval from the other party, a huge beam of light that could pierce through almost 

everything shot out from Vogu’s huge ship. 

The powerful burning energy melted and vaporized the shattered starstones within a radius of tens of 

thousands of kilometers around the body of light. The entire space became distorted because of the 

powerful energy. 

The huge beam of light leaped over the fallen angel star and met the monstrous black water head-on. 

One of the two energies was white and the other was black. The other was a huge black wave that 

seemed like it was about to dye the entire world black. The other was a beam that seemed like it was 

about to light up the entire starry sky, just like that, they collided fiercely! 

The entire galaxy seemed to have been shaken by the collision of the two energies. The energy storm 

that was formed even blew some of the planets away. 

As the two energies collided, the black liquid emitted a miserable howl from within. It was as if there 

were countless evil spirits within it. The universe that did not have any air seemed to have broken the 

laws of physics, the mournful sound reverberated throughout the entire starry sky! 

“Is it effective?” 

The officers of the Bolton faction in the distance watched the scene and thought to themselves. 

As they thought, the liquid should be alchemy or liquid. It had life. Without knowing its life attribute, the 

long-range energy attack of the burning element was usually the most reliable method to test it out. 

Listening to the mournful cry, the effect seemed to be quite obvious… 

However, this thought only lasted for a few seconds before the black liquid let out a mocking laugh. It 

was like the collective sound of billions of evil spirits, making one’s hair stand on end. 

Then, the huge amount of burning energy was like a clay ox entering the sea, silently being swallowed 

by the Black Water! 



The two factions were stunned. Before they could react, they saw the huge wave surging towards the 

fallen angel star! 

Chapter 1060: Hellfire 

This kind of firepower actually had no effect at all? 

When the commanders on Vogu’s side saw this result, they felt a chill in their hearts. Before they came, 

the higher-ups had vaguely revealed that they were facing an ancient-level undead, so it was normal for 

them to face any kind of unimaginable methods, however, it was still a little scary to directly devour this 

level of energy. 

As first-line military officers, they were very confident in the quality of their own forces’plastic energy. 

The VOGU force was famous in the southern star field for their machinery and fine materials, but 

insiders knew that, the VOGU force had always been strong in the plastic energy field. The No. 9 Plastic 

Energy Cannon was the main cannon for the burning energy of the joint fleet. It had the structure of the 

federation’s first-line Energy Purification. In addition, it had the unique purification method of the 

energy master, Kidd, the mass of each energy atom was tens of thousands of times that of the natural 

burning energy. In addition to the complicated energy code structure, it was very difficult to directly 

devour and use it. 

However, the other party still managed to do it. Moreover, that lump of black water did not seem to be 

at all out of place. There was not even the slightest sign of energy pouring out. It was as if it had 

completely connected with that energy. If one took a closer look, one would discover that with the 

disappearance of the burning energy.., the volume of the black water suddenly increased by quite a lot! 

“Even Master Kidd’s energy can be received so easily?” 
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Pippen, who was beside the main control console, had a solemn expression on his face. “What is the 

composition of this black water?” 

On the energy control console, Kidd, the chief sculpting alchemist under Vogu’s command, had a gloomy 

expression on his face. As the highest-level mage in Vogu’s faction, he naturally knew about the 

information.., he also knew that they would be facing the famous undead Andrew. Faced with such a 

legendary figure, Kidd could not help but feel a hint of awe in his heart, but at the same time, he also 

wanted to compete. 

Before coming, he had made multiple optimizations for various energy factors, but he did not expect to 

be completely crushed. 

“Sir, do you want to try changing the attributes?”Pippen suggested. 

Vogu shook his head with a smile. “Teacher, this biological material should have the void attribute. It 

would be difficult for normal attributes to work.” 

“Void attribute?”Kyd, who had connected to the voice, could not help but ask, “That thing is forbidden 

to be tested, right?” 



Vogu smiled and did not say anything. How many of those lunatics in the Northern Star Field did not 

study the taboo? Including the experimental results that they wanted to snatch, weren’t they also 

taboo? 

“Let’s watch the first wave…”Vogu looked ahead indifferently and said, “Right now, the other party is 

too close to Bolton’s star body, so it’s not good for them to support us with firepower. We can just take 

a look at that imp’s level…” 

If they couldn’t even pass this level, then the other party’s faction wasn’t qualified to participate in this 

game at all. 

Everyone nodded when they heard this. At this moment, the ones who should be anxious should indeed 

be the ones fighting at the vanguard. 

On the battlefield, the densely packed Angel Army didn’t Dodge the black wave that was flooding over. 

They just watched helplessly as it engulfed them. 

In an instant, along with the countless glowing stars in the surroundings, they were drowned in the dark 

wave. In an instant, it gave people the impression that the light was about to die. 

However, at this moment, seeing the monstrous black tide quickly engulfing the fallen angel star, the 

officers of the Bolton Force Command Center did not panic. Although they were also shocked by the 

black water’s ability to devour energy.., they did not seem to be worried about their own living star at 

all. 

In the next second, an incomparably sharp cry came from the monstrous black water. Compared to 

when the searing energy collided, this time, the scream was heart-wrenching. 

Following this scream, countless blue flames soared into the sky. In an instant, the light covered the 

entire starry sky. In an instant, the black water dispersed into countless black flesh particles. Only now 

did many people see clearly.., the so-called black water was actually formed from countless such soft 

creatures! 

At this moment, these things seemed to have encountered something extremely terrifying. They actually 

scattered and fled. However, the flames were like maggots that couldn’t be extinguished no matter 

what. Large areas of the black water were instantly vaporized by the blue flames, there wasn’t a single 

trace of life left! 

This scene caused the members of the VOGU faction in the distance to suck in a cold breath. 

“This is…”Pippen’s eyes narrowed slightly. 

“Inferno!”As an energy master, Kidd immediately recognized the essence of the flames, he said 

somewhat excitedly, “The fallen angel race’s unique talent, the inferno that is known as the Eternal 

Inferno. Together with the Miller God Race’s Divine Flame and the Great Serpent Race’s ashen flame, 

they are the three highest quality fire elements in the federation. This IMP faction is actually able to use 

this. Looks like the gene purity of this activation star’s main body isn’t ordinary. It can’t be the genes of a 

royal family, right?” 



“Interesting…”vogu rubbed his chin, he was born as a scholar and a Master of shapeshifting. He was very 

familiar with hellfire. Such high-quality hellfire could not be used by fallen angels who were not nobles. 

Not only could this imp publicly use fallen angel genes as activation stars, but he could also obtain such 

high-quality ones. How did a Dylan demon like him do it? 

“My lord, are we just going to watch like this?”Pippen asked after coming to his senses. 

Vogu: “I would like to see how far this fallen angel star has been developed. I would like to apply for 

energy assistance…” 

——– 

“Energy Assistance?”On the other side, the military officers on the side of the Bolton faction all frowned 

when they received the news. The activation star consumed a huge amount of energy. It was naturally a 

good thing that someone could provide some energy consumption, but wasn’t it a little too friendly? 

According to their thoughts, if they were to be the vanguard, the other party should be able to fish and 

fish, and if they could reduce the consumption, then reduce the consumption. This initiative to offer 

energy assistance was a little out of their expectations. 

“Sir… do you think there’s a trap?”On Bolton’s side, an intelligence officer questioned. 

“Even if there’s a trap, it won’t be exposed right now…”Bolton smiled and said, “Don’t waste the energy 

sent over. Reply to them, they’re willing to receive it!” 

After replying to the message, an energy receiver was set up on the other side. 

On the other side, an energy wave directly shot over. A huge amount of energy hit the receiver and 

formed a square brick-like energy crystal. It appeared neatly beside the receiver and continued to 

accumulate. 

In a short while, it formed a mountain-like energy crystal. 

This conversion efficiency gave the quartermaster who was receiving the energy a shock. To be honest, 

when the wave of energy came over, they were wondering if it was sending energy or attacking them.., 

such a huge energy crystal directly came over. They were not afraid of any accidents. 

However, they did not expect the conversion process to be so smooth. It was as if the other party was 

completely familiar with the structure of their energy receiver. 

A few energy shapers quickly went forward and picked up a few energy crystals to test them. The eyes 

of the group of energy shapers who had just obtained the crystals lit up. They could not help but 

exclaim, “What high-quality energy!”! 


